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TAX BENEFITS
MR. DRAY:
INTRODUCTION
The subject of corporate fringe benefits is a broad topic involving
many sections of the Internal Revenue Code. This discussion will focus
on a few of the highlights of the available benefits. The accompanying
Schedule A, it is hoped, will serve as a helpful and more lasting reference of the availability and comparability of such benefits in partnerships, proprietorships and in both regular and Subchapter S corporadons.
Before discussing corporate fringe benefits, one caveat should be
noted with regard to Phase II of President Nixon's economic stabilization program. Under Phase II the definition of "wages and salaries"
includes both pension and profit-sharing plans as well as all other fringe
benefits. Thus, any new or increased benefits are currently limited by
the 5.5% standard, with regard to aggregate increases, which has been
established by the Pay Board. Although there are exceptions and
exclusions to this general rule which enable new benefits to be adopted
in certain situations without violating Phase II guidelines, there has
been no outright exemption for fringe benefits to date, and these restrictions must be taken into account in considering incorporation.
My discussion, however, will focus on the benefits available absent
wage-price restrictions.
RETIREMENT PLANS
BACKGROUND

Undoubtedly the major reason that most professionals make the decision to incorporate is the substantial benefit which can currently
be obtained through the adoption of a "qualified" corporate retirement
plan as opposed to a Keogh or H.R. 10 Plan.
The two basic types of qualified plans with which most professional
corporations will be concerned are pension and profit-sharing plans.
The ultimate decision of the type of the plan to be adopted by a particular group is one which demands a clear understanding of such plans,
both from an operational and administrative standpoint and also from
the standpoint of the particular facts of the group involved as well as
the many formal and informal Internal Revenue Service rules in this
area.
Basically the advantages of such a plan are the following:
(1) An immediate deduction for employer contributions paid under
such a plan;'
1 § 404(a); 5 404(a) (6).
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(2) The deferral of tax on contributions until
the year the benefits
2
are actually "distributed or made available";
(3) The tax exempt status of a qualified trust enabling earnings on
trust funds to accumulate at no current tax cost unless the trust
is subject to unrelated trade or business taxes; 3
(4) Capital gains treatment on lump sum distributions made within one taxable year of the distributee on account of death or other
separation from service, or on account of death after separation from
service, 4 to the extent of pre-1970 accrued benefits and post-1970
benefits attributable to other than employer contributions; 5 with
the ordinary income amounts being subject to new seven year averaging rules6 (e.g.: some commentators suggest that the capital gains
treatment afforded certain portions of lump sum distributions is no
longer a substantial benefit) ;7
(5) The exclusion from an employee's gross estate of amounts disexecutor) to
tributed to any beneficiary (other than the decedent's
8
the extent attributable to employer contributions;
(6) The exclusion for gift tax purposes of the value of certain
annuity payments attributable to employer contributions paid to an
employee's beneficiary at or after employee's death; 9 and finally
(7) The $5,000 death benefit exclusion for amounts paid to a beneficiary or estate of a deceased employee by or on behalf of an employer by reason of the death of an employee.' 0
PENSION PLANS
One of the two types of qualified retirement plans that is considered by most professional corporations is a pension plan. There are
basically two varieties of such plans, including defined benefit plans
which may be either flat percentage, unit or flat benefit plans. Such
plans focus on the benefifit to be provided, such as 30 percent of average earnings over the highest five consecutive years, or a benefit equal
to one percent of compensation times the number of years of service
of such employee, or perhaps a fixed dollar amount such as $200 per
month for life.
A defined benefit pension plan must meet a number of specific requirements set out in the statutes, regulations and rulings in order to
2 §402 (a) (1).

501(a); § 511(a) (2).
4 § 402 (a) (2).
§ 402(a) (5); See proposed Reg. § 1.402 (a)-2 (b) (2) (ii) (b) treating forfeitures
as employer contributions.
3§

6 § 72 (n) (4).

7 Simmons, "Tax Treatment of Distributions from Qualified Plans: Strategy and
Tactics," N.Y.U. 30th Inst. on Fed. Tax (1971).
8 § 2039(c).
9 § 2517(a).

10 § 101(b).
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be considered a qualified plan." In addition, such a plan requires a
definite contribution each year which
is computed actuarially to fund
2
definitely determinable benefits.1
The so-called money purchase plan is essentially a hybrid between
a pension and a profit-sharing plan. In a money purchase plan, although a participant's benefit is not predetermined, the employer
obligates himself to contribute a fixed percentage of the employee's
compensation each year, without regard to earnings and profits. 13 A
participant will be entitled to only the benefits which have accumulated within such a plan on his behalf.
PROFIT-SHARING PLANS

The second type of plan commonly in use by professional corporations is the profit-sharing plan. A profit-sharing plan, like a money
purchase pension plan, provides only that a participant will be paid
amounts credited to his account at the time he is entitled to withdraw
his benefits from the plan. A basic distinction exists between pension
and profit-sharing plans in that a profit-sharing plan, although not
requiring a specific contribution formula, does require that contributions be made out of earnings and profits under a definite predetermined formula for allocating contributions among the participants.' 4
Thus, subject to the maximum limitations," a corporate employer may
vary its contributions from year to year depending on profits.
FORFEITURES

Another important difference between pension and profit-sharing
plans is the treatment of forfeitures which arise as a result of terminations where less than 100% of the funded benefits are paid out. In a
pension plan, prior to termination or the complete discontinuance of
employer contributions, forfeitures must be used to reduce future
contributions. 16 Under a profit-sharing plan, however, forfeitures may
be reallocated to other participants on either the same basis as contributions are made or in proportion to account balances or vested interests, if such formulas do not produce discrimination in favor of the
"prohibited group" of officers, shareholders, supervisors, or highly
compensated employees.' 7 The difference in the treatment of forfeitures is an important consideration where there are substantial turnovers. Much of the possible benefit to be derived from the realloca11 Reg. § 1.401-1 (a) (3)- Rev. Rul. 69-421, 1969-2 Cum. Bull. 66.
12 Reg. § 1.401-1 (b) (1) (i); Reg. § 1.401 (b) (2).
'3 Reg. § 1.401-1 (b) (1) (i).
14 Reg. § 1.401-1 (b) (1) (ii).
15 § 404(a) (3) (A).
16 § 401 (a) (8); Reg. § 1.401-7 (a).
17 Reg. § 1.401-4(a) (1) (iii), Rev. Rul. 71-4, IRB 1971-1, 15,
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tion of forfeitures has been circumscribed in professional corpora-

tions, however, due to the administrative tightening of the vesting
requirements.
The recent decision in Auner v. U.S.' is evidence of the Treasury's
continued activity in this area designed to prevent disproportionate
allocations. Further evidence of the Treasury's current attitude is
found in Rev. Rul. 71-4, which related that forfeiture reallocation
formulas would be looked at on a year to year basis 19 and Rev. Rul.
71-313, which allowed profit-sharing forfeitures to be used to reduce
succeeding contributions.2 0
INCIDENTAL BENEFITS

Both pension and profit-sharing plans may provide for so-called
"incidental" benefits such as life insurance protection of up to 100
times the anticipated monthly retirement benefit. 21 During its first
two years of operation, however, a profit-sharing plan is limited to
the use of not more than fifty percent of its contributions to purchase
22
ordinary life insurance.
COVERAGE REQUIREMENTS

In establishing a qualified retirement plan, there are two provisions
which are the starting points in determining whether a plan will be
considered discriminatory in its coverage. In addition to the mechanical tests set out in § 401 (a) (3) (A) there is also a subjective test provided in § 401 (a) (3) (B). The Commissioner's power to insure that
qualified plans are not discriminatory in coverage, contributions, benefits or in operation has to date, however, fairly well precluded attempts
to use other than one of the mechanical tests with regard to professional corporations.
Basically, a plan will qualify under the objective tests if it benefits
either (1) 70 percent or more of all of the corporation's employees,
or (2) 80 percent or more of all employees eligible to benefit if 70
percent or more of all employees are eligible to participate. Excluded
from the tests for purposes of determining whether the presumption
of nondiscrimination is met are seasonal employees (less than 5 months
a year) and part time employees (less than 20 hours per week) and
employees that have not completed a minimum waiting period of up
to five years. Here again, however, as a practical matter, a waiting
period is effectively precluded if benefits are going to begin at once
for the professionals, as service as a partner or sole proprietor cannot
18 71-1 USTC 9246 (7th Cir.) reversing 69-1 USTC 9288 (D. Ill.).
19 IRB 1971-1, 15.
20 IRB 1971-29, 88.
21 Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part 2 (n), 1969-2 Cum. Bull. 66.
22 Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part 2 (n) (2), 1969-2 Cum. Bull. 67,
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be counted as past service.2 3 Further, persons excluded under minimum or maximum age limits must be taken into account for purposes
of the numerical eligibility tests.2 4
LIMITATIONS ON DEDUCTIONS

The deductibility of contributions to qualified retirement plans is
governed exclusively by § 404. Such amounts are, however, considered along with the employee's other compensation in determining
25
whether such amounts constitute reasonable compensation.
With regard to defined benefit pension plans there are no specific
limitations in terms of the percentage of compensation which may be
deducted. Instead limitations are based upon "actuarial" computations
which determine the contribution necessary to fund the benefits to
be provided. 26 Because the actuarial computations are a function of
the number of years contributions will be made on behalf of a participant, this type of plan provides an attractive vehicle for funding
a pension plan where there are one or more older employees who will
not have as many years in which contributions on their behalves can
be made. Notwithstanding the fact that there are no percentage guidelines in this area, there are various administrative limitations applied
to assure that the plan is funding a retirement benefit. For example,
the Service generally will not approve plans where the fund generated
would provide a benefit in excess of 100% of the employee's highest
5 consecutive years average compensation-a fairly reasonable propo27
sition.
For profit-sharing plans the maximum amount deductible in any
year is fifteen percent of compensation paid to or accrued by par28
ticipants during a taxable year.
If an employer has both a pension and a profit-sharing plan, the
maximum amount deductible is generally 25 percent of compensation
paid to or accrued by participants who are beneficiaries under either
plan for the year. If a contribution in excess of 25% is made in any
year an additional amount of up to 5% of the compensation paid to
or accrued by employees who are beneficiaries of either trust is allowed
in the following year up to an overall 30% limitation for such year. 29
VESTING

There are no statutory requirements for vesting in the law except
where a plan terminates or there is a complete discontinuance of con23 Rev.

24
25

Rul. 69-421, Part 2(j) (1); Rev. Rul. 69-144; 1969-1 Cum. Bull. 115.

§ 401 (a) (3) (A).

Reg. S 1.404(a)-i (b).
§ 404(a) (1) (c).
Gardner, "Recent Developments in Pension and Profit Sharing," 23rd Va.
Conf. on Fed. Tax 38, 1971.
28 § 404(a) (3) (A).
29 § 404(a) (7).
26
27
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tributions. In either instance, benefits accrued or amounts credited to
a participant's account must become nonforfeitable3 0
Historically, most reasonable vesting schedules have been acceptable. In professional corporations, however, the longest delayed vesting
the Service is willing to accept, at least in Richmond, is five years,
unless employee turnover statistics substantiating a longer period can
be shown. Some hope against complete administrative indiscretion
in requiring vesting is found in Rev. Rul. 71-150, which states that
each case will require a consideration of all of the facts.8 1
EARLY RETIREMENT OR DISABILITY

Normally retirement age is 65 but a "reasonable optional" age may
be used in both pension and profit-sharing plans. However, where the
plan provides that early retirement must be approved by the emretirement benefit cannot exceed the
ployer, the value of the early 32
participant's then vested interest.
A plan may also contain provisions for benefits in the event of disability. Disability must be defined and the rules with respect thereto
consistently applied to all employees under
must be uniformly and
33
similar circumstances.
VOLUNTARY

EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS

Under Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part 4 (h), an employee may voluntarily
contribute up to 10% of his compensation per annum to a qualified
retirement plan which makes provision for such contributions. Although not tax deductible, earnings thereon accumulate taxfree until
distribution. The 10% limitation on such contributions applies to the
aggregate amount of an employee's compensation since he became a
in the plan thereby providing a flexible catchup opportuparticipant
4
nity.
LOAN PROVISIONS

Qualified retirement plans may also contain loan provisions so long
as loans are granted in a uniform and nondiscriminatory manner. Such
loans must be adequately secured and bear a reasonable rate of interest and provide for repayment within a specified period of time. A
loan may constitute a distribution, however, if there is an understanding that such amount will not have to be repaid. 35
80

§ 401(a) (7).

31

IRB

.2

Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part 5 (f), 1969-2 Cum. Bull. 76.

1971-12,11.

8 Rev. Rul. 64-421, Part 5 (m), 1969-2 Cum. Bull. 77.
34 Rev. Rul. 69-217, 1969-1 Cum. Bull. 115.

85Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part 5(o), 1969-2 Cum. Bull. 78; Rev. Rul. 67-258, 1967-2
Cum. Bull. 68.
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Recently, the Service has taken a rather strict approach with regard
to defining hardships for which distributions may be made under a
plan3 6 indicating more care should be taken in drafting loan provisions.
FUNDING MEDIA

As the funds of a qualified retirement trust are generally exempt
from income tax, the investment possibilities are fairly flexible, ranging from conservative to more speculative, including but not limited
to stock and other securities, real estate, cattle ranches, oil and mineral rights, patents, copyrights and other intangibles. Nonetheless,
investments must be for the exclusive benefit of employees, produce a
fair return thereon, provide some degree of liquidity to pay out bene7
fits, and meet a generally prudent investor standard
An individual as well as an institution may be the trustee under a
corporate plan thereby possibly increasing flexibility.
A group can elect to adopt one of the various master plans being
marketed or it might establish an individually designed plan which
may provide more flexibility but will also be more expensive initially.
INTEGRATION

As the adoption of a pension or profit-sharing plan is an expensive
proposition, consideration should be given to using an integrated plan.
Such plans take into account the social security benefits an employer
provides for his employees in determining whether or not the plan
qualifies for preferred tax treatment. Generally an integrated plan will
allow an employer to exclude employees whose compensation is below
the Social Security wage level (after December 31, 1971-$9,000) from
the payment of benefits under the plan.
The basic integration level for a defined benefit pension plan is
371/2 % of covered compensation if the plan provides only a life annuity
benefit payable at age 65 and requires 15 years of service. 38 If additional benefits are provided, such as a guaranteed annuity, life insurance, early retirement, or disability benefits, or vesting in the event
of other terminations, the basic funding percentage is decreased and
various actuarial reductions are required. 39 An employer can provide
benefits in excess of the 37 V% limit in an integrated plan if such
additional benefits are provided on all compensation. For example,
an employer could have an excess plan providing a 10% benefit on
all compensation plus 37 /z% on the excess of compensation over the
40
integration level.
36 Rev. Rul. 71-224, IRB
37 Rev. Rul. 69-421, Part
38
Rev. Rul. 71-446, IRB
39 Rev. Rul. 71-446, IRB
4o Rev. Rul. 71-446, IRB

1971-20, 5; See also Rev. Rul. 71-332, 1971 IRB 30, 29.
2 (k), 1961-2 Cum. Bull. 65.
1971-41, pp. 11-12, Sections 4 and 5.
1971-41, pp. 13-18, Sections 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
1971-41, pp. 11-12, Section 5.
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Money purchase and profit-sharing plans are integrated if contributions (including forfeitures in the case of profit-sharing plans) allocated on the basis of compensation in excess of the integration level,
do not exceed 7%. After allocations equaling seven percent of compensation in excess of the integration level have been made, any other
contributions must be allocated in proportion to total compensation. 41
The other reductions and restrictions which apply to integrated defined benefit plans are not applicable to money purchase and profit42
sharing plans.
COMPARISON WITH H.R. 10 PLANS
The requirements which Keogh or H.R. 10 plans must meet have
previously been discussed at this Conference. 43 Time restrictions limit
this discussion to a summary of the more important differences in such
plans from corporate plans and not to their requirements. All of these
differences are set out in Exhibit A.
The major factor which makes H.R. 10 plans less attractive than
corporate plans is the limitation on allowable contributions which can
be made on behalf of owner-employees (sole proprietors and partners
with a 10% or greater interest in profits or capital) to 10% of earned
income or $2,500, whichever is less. 44 A second difference is the nonavailability of capital gains treatment on lump distributions to owneremployees which is still at least partially available under corporate
45
plans.
The fact that amounts paid to an owner-employee's beneficiary do
not qualify for the estate and gift tax exclusions also make such plans
less attractive 46 as does the failure of distributions from such plans
47
to qualify for the $5,000 death benefit exclusion.
Another difference which makes corporate plans more attractive
is the great flexibility of the discretionary contribution formula. 48 The
possibility of using an individual trustee in a corporate plan which
invests in equity securities increases flexibility and decreases costs. 4
The inability to make contributions in other than cash, 50 and to make
distributions to owner-employees before the age 59 2 , absent death
Rev. Rul. 71-446, IRB 1971-41, p. 19, Sections 14 and 15.
42 Rev. Rul. 71-446, IRB 1971-41, p. 19, Sections 14 and 15.
43Fischer, "H.R. 10. Plans and Problems," Fourteenth Annual William and
Mary Tax Conference, December 7, 1968.
44 § 404(e) (1).
45 § 402 (a) (2); (72) (n) (2).
46 § 2039(c); § 2517(b).
47 § 101(b) (3).
48 S 401 (d) (2) (B); Reg. § 1.401-12(d) (1).
41

49

5 401(d) (1).
50 Reg. § 1.401-12(k).
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or disability, or later than 70 2.51 also restricts planning and greatly
circumscribes the flexibility of H.R. 10 plans.
As compared to corporate plans, under which there are no formal
vesting requirements, H.R. 10 plans require full and immediate vesting
for contributions made on behalf of all employees 52 and all employees
with more than 3 years of service must be covered. 53 It is only fair to
point out, however, that these last two restrictions are probably not
substantially more restrictive than the rules under which professional
corporations must operate in light of current administrative practices.
OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS AVAILABLE TO
CORPORATE EMPLOYEES
GROUP TERM LIFE INSURANCE

Section 79 of the Code provides for the inclusion of the cost of
group term life insurance carried directly or indirectly by an employer
on an employee's life to the extent that such cost exceeds the cost
of $50,000 of such insurance and the employee's contribution towards
the purchase of such insurance. Further exclusion is provided for the
cost of such coverage paid directly or indirectly by an employer after
an individual has terminated his employment at retirement age or
the employer or a § 170(c)
because of a disability, and in cases where
54
charity is the beneficiary of the policy.
Generally, a plan under which insurance is available only to employees who own stock in the employer corporation will not qualify
as a plan of group insurance for purposes of Section 79 since eligibility
is not considered to be based primarily on the employment relationship. 5
To constitute a plan of group insurance, the plan must cover at least
ten full-time employees some time during the year or for groups with
less than ten employees, it must cover all employees except those that
elect not to participate. 56 A plan must preclude individual selection
of the amounts of insurance although the amounts may be different
for different employees based on salary and years of service. 57 A
policy containing permanent insurance, or an equivalent benefit, may
be used if each employee covered under the plan is eligible for such
insurance protection.5" The portion of the premiums relating to the
51
52

401 (a) (9); § 401(d) (4).
401 (d) (2) (A).

53 § 401(d)
545 79(b).

(3).

55 Reg. S 1.79-1(b) (1) (iii) (b).
56 Reg. § 1.79-1(d).
57 Reg. S 1.79-1 (c).
58
Compare Rev. Rul. 70-162, IRB 1970-15, 9 and Rev. Rul. 71-360, IRB 197132,9.
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permanent insurance coverage of such plans must, however, be paid
by the insured.
Section 79 does not apply to group term life insurance purchased
under a qualified pension or profit-sharing plan. Sections 72(m)(3)
and Reg. § 1.72-16 apply to such policies and therefore no part of the
cost is excludable under section 79.
Although the cost of group term insurance carried on the life of an
employee's spouse or children, as computed under Reg. § 1.79-3, is
subject to tax under § 61, such amounts are considered incidental benefits and the costs of such insurance need not be included in the employee's gross income if the amount of the insurance proceeds payable
upon the death of a spouse or child does not exceed $2,000. 59
Even if an employee is taxed on a portion of the cost of group
term insurance under § 79, the cost of such coverage is includable at
a fairly favorable after tax cost.
RECEIPT OF INSURANCE PROCEEDS BY A BENEFICIARY

Under § 101 (a) (1), the gross income of a life insurance beneficiary
will not include amounts received under a policy if the proceeds are
payable by reason of the death of the insured. The benefits may generally be paid either in a lump sum or in installments. An exception
exists where the beneficiary has a substituted basis or is a transferee
for value (except in the case of a partnership in which the transferor
is a partner or of a corporation in which the transferor is an officer or
stockholder) in which instances the exclusion is limited to the consideration paid and any premiums or other consideration paid thereafter.60
If the proceeds are held by the employer or insurer and interest
only paid to the beneficiary without any substantial diminution of
value of the principal, the beneficiary will pay tax currendy on the
interest payments as received."'
An additional exclusion is provided for the first $1,000 of interest
a year, if a "surviving spouse" elects to have the proceeds of the life
insurance paid to her over a period of years, as opposed to the interest only. 62 For example, if a widow elects to have $150,000 of insurance proceeds payable to her by reason of her husband's death prorated over a period of ten years with a guaranteed payment of $16,000
per year, she will be taxed only on amounts received in excess of the
$16,000 annually. The excludable amount under this provision is limited to $1,000 annually so that if a payment in this example were accelerated and the surviving spouse received $32,000 (two annual pay59

Reg. S 1.61-2(d) (2) (ii) (b).
60§ 101 (a) (2).
61§ 101 (c); Reg. S 1.101-3 (a).

62 S 101(dW (1); Reg. S 1.101-4 (a) (H).
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ments) in one year she could still exclude only the prorated payments
of $15,000 each and 3$1,000 of the guaranteed payment or a total of
$31,000 in that year.0
For estate tax purposes the proceeds of such policies will be included in the decedent's gross estate if the insurance proceeds are
payable to the estate or if he retained any incidents of ownership4
exercisable either alone or in conjunction with any other person.6
Such indicia would include the right to change the beneficiary, the
right to borrow against the policy or a reversionary interest which
exceeds 5% of the value of the policy immediately before death. s
The question of whether an employee can assign group life insurance is not completely settled although the cases generally allow such
an assignment where state statutes permit. The question is whether
the employee has a right to cancel by terminating his employment
and thus retains an incidence of ownership. There was further confusion when the insured continued to pay the premiums after assignment, in which case the Service attempted to include an allocable portion of the proceeds rather than the premiums in the decedent's gross
estate. The Service has recently finally retreated from this position. 6
TAX-FREE DEATH BENEFITS

Amounts up to $5,000 paid either in a lump sum or in installments
by or on behalf of an employer to the estate or a named beneficiary
of a deceased employee are not subject to income taxes if payment is
made by reason of death so long as the employee on whose behalf
such payments were made did not have a nonforfeitable right to such
payment immediately before his death. 7 In determining whether an
employee had such a right, payments made within one year of an
employee's death (except to owner-employees as defined in § 401
(c) (1)) from a qualified pension, profit-sharing or annuity plan are
excluded from the nonforfeitability test. 8 This benefit interestingly
provides one of the few instances where the payment of an amount
is deductible by the corporation but not taxed to the payee.
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE

Section 104 provides the general rules for the taxability of health
and accident insurance proceeds under policies which an individual
maintains on himself and his family. This section excludes from gross
63 Ree. § 101 (d); Reg. § 1.101-4(a) (2), Ex. (2).
64 § 2042.

65 Reg. § 20.2042-1(c).

6
6Gorman v. U. S., 22 A.F.T.R. 2d 6061 (1968); Rev. Rul. 71-497 IRB, No.
1971-45, overruling Rev. Rul. 67-463, 1967-2 Cum. Bull. 327.
67 S 101(b).
8 101(b) (2) (B).
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income the proceeds received as compensation for injuries or sickness
to the extent they do not represent amounts for which the taxpayer
took an income tax deduction in a preceding year. Such exclusions
also include (1) amounts received under workmen's compensation
acts, (2) damage awards received, and (3) amounts received under
certain plans covering persons in government service to the extent
attributable to personal injuries or sickness.
Code Section 105 covers amounts received by an employee under
accident or health insurance plans attributable to employer contributions excluded from an employee's gross income under § 106. Such
amounts are includable in the employee's gross income unless one of
the specific exceptions set out in § 105 is applicable. Thus what starts
out to deprive employees of a substantial benefit-i.e. by taxing employees on health and accident insurance proceeds which would have
been taxfree to them if they had paid the premiums, under § 104,
turns out to be a considerable benefit in light of the broad exceptions.
The first exception excludes from gross income amounts paid a taxpayer directly or indirectly as a reimbursement for expenses incurred
by the taxpayer for medical care for himself, his spouse, and his
dependents to the extent such amounts do not represent amounts deducted by the taxpayer as an allowable medical expense in a prior
year.6 9 Obviously this can be a substantial benefit where a taxpayer has
three or four children who, for example, need braces on their teeth,
etc. Reimbursement plans may, however, cause a problem where
employees have different medical needs causing disproportionate benefit allocations. For this reason a ceiling is generally desirable as to
the amounts which can be received under such plans. Some commentators have suggested that there should be no limit and that the difference in amounts paid should be paid out as bonuses. Such an approach
might cause the plan to be attacked, however, disqualifying all such
payments and characterizing them as bonuses, or even worse, as dividend distributions, rather than medical reimbursement payments.
Also excepted from § 105 (a) are amounts paid which are not related
to the period an employee is absent from work but rather are computed with reference to the nature of the iniury or are paid for the
permanent loss of the use of a member or function of the body, or
the permanent disfigurement of the taxpayer, his spouse, or a de,pendent.7 0 Amounts received under this exception will not require
inclusion even if the proceeds exceed amounts previously deducted by
the taxpayer as a medical expense relating to such occurrence.
WAGE CONTINUATION

PLANS

Section 105(d) makes a partial exception with regard to the inclusion in gross income of amounts paid in lieu of wages under a wage
69§ 105 (b).
70§ 105 (c).
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continuation plan for a period during which the employee is absent
from work due to personal illness or injuries. The exclusion under this
subsection is limited to a maximum exclusion of $100 per week after
the first 30 days of such absence. If the amount of the payment during
the first 30 days of such absence is more than 75% of the employee's
normal salary, no exclusion will be applicable. If however, such amount
is less than 75% of the employee's regular weekly rate of wages, an
exclusion of $75 per week for the first thirty days is allowable. Notwithstanding either of these limitations, there is no exclusion for
amounts paid which are attributable to the first seven days of absence
unless the employee is hospitalized for at least one day during the
period he or she was absent from work, in which case the 75%-$75
limit will apply. 71 Although such plans may generate taxable income
in the event of disability which would not be taxable if the employee
purchased his own wage continuation insurance with after tax dollars
and was not reimbursed, the tax savings may well be worth this gamble.
DISCRIMINATION IN ACCIDENT AND HEALTH PLANS

Once over the hurdle of what health and accident benefits can be
provided, the question is whether or not such benefits may be provided for stockholder-employees on a discriminatory basis. To date
the answer to this question seems to depend on the judge writing the
opinion and his views as to whether nondiscrimination sanctions such
as exist in the retirement plan area should be applicable. Such provisions were once passed by the House of Representatives but subsequently were eliminated by the Senate and never became a part of the
law.

72

The regulations themselves provide that a plan may cover one or
more employees, and that there may be different plans for different
classes of employees. 73 Such plans may be insured or uninsured. Some
practitioners suggest that different benefits be provided for different
employees based on minimum salaries, the number of hours worked,
or by excluding employees whose spouses are covered under similar
plans. It is absolutely essential, however, that the plans are phrased
in terms of "employees" not "stockholders." The cases in this area
currently favor the taxpayer four to three and a close reading of the
cases which have been lost by the taxpayer seem to indicate that the
result could have been avoided.7 4 Legislation in this area will most
likely put an end to this controversy sometime in the future.
105(d).
H.R. 8300, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess., Sec. 105; H. Rept. No. 1337, 83rd Cong.,
2d Sess.; S. Rept. No. 1622, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess.
71 §
72

73 Reg. 1.105-5 (a).

74 SERVICE VICTORIES: Samuel Levene, 50 T.C. 422 (1968); A. B. Larkin,
48 T. C. 629 (1967),

aff'd 394 F. 2d 494 (1st. Cir. 1968); Edward D. Smithback,

28 T.C.M. 709 (1969); TAXPAYER VICTORIES: Sanders & Sons, Inc., 26 T.C.M.
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SUBCHAPTER S ELECTION
Once it has been decided that incorporation is desirable for a particular group or individual, one of the things which must be considered, providing the group will have 10 or less stockholders and no
unusual capitalization requirements, is whether to make the election
to be taxed under the provisions of Subchapter S,75 which basically
provide that the corporation's income will be taxed directly to the
stockholders, thereby avoiding a double tax on corporate earnings.
Some commentators have suggested that such an election may avoid
certain corporate tax problems which a professional corporation might
otherwise encounter, such as whether compensation is reasonable,
whether a corporation has unreasonably accumulated earnings, and
whether a corporation is a personal holding company. 76 Such an election will also avoid a double tax on any disallowed compensation deductions or other expenses and may perhaps facilitate a liquidation of
the business or a sale, exchange or redemption of a shareholder's stock.
Notwithstanding these possible benefits there are substantial drawbacks from a tax savings standpoint to making a Subchapter S election.
It should be noted, however, that fringe benefits relating to group term
life insurance, group disability insurance, the sick pay exclusion, health
insurance and the surviving spouse's death benefit are all available
to employees of a Subchapter S corporation.
The most significant drawback to stockholders considering the Subchapter S election was the enactment of § 1379 of the Code. 77 This
section, although not placing any new limits on the deductibility of
amounts contributed to qualified corporate pension, annuity, stock
bonus and profit-sharing plans by a Subsection S corporation, does
provide that such contributions on behalf of a shareholder-employee
in excess of 10 percent of the compensation he received or accrued
from the corporation during its taxable year or $2,500, whichever is
less, will be currently taxable to such shareholder-employee. Unlike
the H.R. 10 rules which may cause the loss of exemption where contributions in excess of the allowable limits are willfully made in any
year and not repaid, amounts contributed in excess of these amounts
are merely taxed directly to the stockholder-employee, thus allowing
the tax free accumulation of income thereon.
Section 1379 (a) provides further that a stock bonus or profit-sharing
plan of a Subchapter S corporation must provide that forfeitures attributable to deductible contributions may not inure to the benefit of
any individual who is a shareholder-employee for years ending after
671 (1967); Bogene, Inc. 27 T.C.M. 730 (1968). E. B. Smith, 29 T.C.M. 1065 (1970);
Arthur R. Seidel, 30 T.C.M. 1021, (Sept. 16, 1971).
75 §§ 1371-1379.
76 Worthy, "IRS Chief Counsel outlines what lies ahead for professional corporations," J. of Tax 88, 91 (Feb., 1970).
77 Ninety First Congress, § 531 (a) of P.L. 91-172.
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December 31, 1971. A shareholder-employee is defined, both with
regard to the inclusion of amounts in excess of the defined limits in
gross income and the allocation of forfeitures, as "an employee or
officer of an electing small corporation who owns (or is considered as
owning within the meaning of Section 318(a) (1)), on any day during the taxable year of such corporation more than 5 percent of the
outstanding stock of the corporation." 78 Obviously this provision
would be applicable to most stockholders in a professional corporation
even without the attribution rules.
It is interesting to note that Congress has enacted a provision which
may produce an unintended result when you have only shareholderemployees in a Subchapter S corporation, and forfeitures arise which
by statute cannot be allocated to the benefit of the other stockholderemployee participants in the plan after December 31, 1971.
Some relief is provided in situations where a shareholder-employee
who has been taxed on substantial amounts of income, because of corporate contributions to a qualified retirement plan (in excess of 10%
of his compensation or $2,500), terminates and forfeits his benefits
under a plan before he or his beneficiaries receive benefits excludable
from gross income which equal his investment in the contract. Such
shareholder-employees are entitled to a deduction, in the taxable year
of termination, of an amount equal to the excess of the amounts included in gross income because of the limitations over the payments
79
received.
In spite of these rather substantial restrictions, a retirement plan
adopted by a Subchapter S corporation is still more attractive than an
H.R. 10 plan because the other substantial restrictions and limitations
imposed on H.R. 10 plans are not applicable.
Even before the enactment of section 1379, most professionals who
had decided to incorporate were doing so without any intention of
electing under Subchapter S for a number of reasons. Although not
a significant tax reason, the technical rules with respect to making
elections and in compliance are enough to scare off most persons. In
addition, a Subchapter S election presupposes that the stockholders will
be taxed on corporate net income and effectively precludes any use
of the lower corporate normal income tax rate in designing nonqualified deferred compensation packages. Similarly, the opportunity to
have the corporation purchase key-man life insurance in certain situations with dollars taxed at the 22% corporate rate is not available. As
mentioned earlier, there are also restrictions on the number of stockholders and the type of capital structure which possibly cannot be
worked out. A Subchapter S corporation also forfeits the 85% divi78 §

1379(d).

79

1379(b) (3).
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dends received deduction which might be attractive in some circumstances.8 0
It is interesting to note in closing that the Senate Finance Committee's proposal to put limitations similar to those imposed under § 1379
on professional corporations was defeated on the Senate floor in December, 1969. Debate on this action was influenced in part by Edwin
S. Cohen, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, who,
in a letter dated November 21, 1969, stated that the Treasury opposed
"the imposition of limitations or requirements on retirement plans
solely because of the type of business engaged in and the form in
which the business is conducted." 81 Although legislation in this area
was to be forthcoming on various occasions since then, and indeed is
currently being worked on, no one knows at this time when such
legislation will come or what the result will be-or if the restrictions
which are imposed in the pension area will be extended to other fringe
benefits.

80 § 243 (a).
81 See, generally, Congressional Record-Senate, pp. S16241-50 (Dec. 9, 1969);
Also bound volume, 115 Cong. Rec. 37929 (1969).
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QUESTION
How does the panel decide when a professional should incorporate
and when he shouldn't? What criteria do you use?
PROFESSOR FERGUSON:
Being the professor on the panel, I'm the one least likely to be
accused of malpractice so I'll start. It is obviously impossible to decide
in terms of abstract guidelines. I suppose one of the most common
given guidelines is level of income. I suppose in practice the most
common criterion is the vigor of the importunity by your client and
his life insurance salesman that incorporation occur. I've heard people
say in the abstract that if the professional is earning below $65,000
net he probably cannot afford incorporation by which I take it the
reference is to the levels of tax savings without too much regard to
the expenses of incorporation which there are some. I'm not sure that
there is any quick answer. I'm trying to talk here so my more learned
and experienced colleagues will have something to criticize. It seems
to me that I would be very hesitant to recommend incorporation
to a small firm where in terms of the human equation there were not
substantial amounts of savings already being exhibited through various
attempts at tax shelters and other investments.
If a person even making $120,000 a year has heavy child support,
alimony, medical expense problems or a hobby of some other sort
which is costing him money, it seems to me that he may very well not
be able to afford incorporation because the carrot on the end of the
stick is the saving, and if you can't afford to save I don't care what his
bracket is, he's not the man to incorporate. Merv, can you shoot me
down on anything?
MR. WILFE:
Just to amplify, I can't shoot you down on anything, except that
that would qualify as a hobby loss; I never thought about that! You
might get your section 71 deductions allowed under section 270. What
I do with the half a dozen cases I've had is to work it backwards.
I work on a dollar bill basis, strictly dollar bill. How many dollar bills
does the professional man and his family need to operate on? And you
add up all of the dollar bills that they have from whatever sources,
and you see what's left over, and if what's left over is significant enough
(and you may draw different lines on that), then it may be worthwhile to incorporate. But remember, to amplify again what Carr said;
it's not a pure tax savings at all that you are dealing with, it's a tax
deferral. And the thing that disturbs me most about all this propaganda about incorporating, talking about how much you save; you
don't save. You defer. So what you may defer for a man 60 or 58
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is quite different from a man 35 or 40. As a matter of fact I'm beginning to run into some sophisticated physicians for the first time who
are doing very well, as Carr said, as they hit around 35 or 40. They're
making substantial money. But they ought to realize that if they are
going to take the advice of some people, by the time they retire around
the age 65 or 70 they're going to get over $100,000 a year in deferred
compensation. It's ridiculous! They might as well enjoy it now rather
than give it to the geriatric clinic. So I think it depends on what you
are going to do wtih this money you are saving.
QUESTION
As long as I'm at the mike, I'll ask two questions. No. 1: One of
the speakers alluded to Phase II. While Phase II is in effect, do you
recommend professional incorporation for the one who's hot-to-trot?
No. 2: On the personal holding company question, for a single practitioner. Would one of the speakers go into that in a little more detail?
MR. WILFE:
Phase 2... I was looking in the morning newspaper to see what the
latest rule... on December 2 which is two days ago? three days ago?,
Senator Bentsen introduced an amendment to the thing which passed
the Senate that (and it was approved, so I'm told. I didn't read it any
place) Phase II will not apply to any organization with 1,000 or fewer
employees with respect to all types of typical deferred compensation,
profit sharing, stock bonus. It didn't mention stock options though.
Now this was told to me by someone in whom I have a great deal of
confidence. But I have not read it. The provision at the House,
though, is supposed to be somewhat different. And just yesterday
about 12:30, before I left to drive down here, I was told by this individual that everything seems to be worked out and the President was
supposed to sign the bill on Wednesday. Now I can't read a thing
about it in the newspapers. But Senator Bentsen, of course those of
you who may know him, the famous Bentsen cases, involving the
insurance company . . . from Texas. He was a great insurance salesman down there. They got to the right guy. But if that's true, then
the problems for most of us dealing with the typical professional corporation are obviously well solved. But in the other area of Phase II
that is not true, and I suggest you consult your local paper or call up
your Congressman or Senator and find out what is happening there.
There's one area of Phase II, or even Phase I violations, which I would
like to address myself to. A lot of people have been reading, and a
lot of people have been giving advice, that if you take an existing professional entity, either a sole proprietor or a partnership, and if you
incorporate it, the mere act of incorporation lets you forget about all
of the old requirements and you can therefore set up deferred com-
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pensation arrangements in accordance with traditions of the community or some type of language like that. That is absolutely wrong
because if you have a professional partnership which is acceded and
you incorporate it tomorrow, you have a situation of successor employer. And successor employer wage control situation is identical
to the day he incorporated. There is no difference and yet there is
an awful lot of poor advice, in my opinion, that's circulated by people
who are overly interested in forming professional corporations.
QUESTION
Then why is that applicable to ............................
was an employee, he didn't have a predecessor employer.

? He

ANSWER
It's not that it's the partners or not. If you have a partnership (2
person partnership with 2 secretaries) and if you want to incorporate
you want to incorporate for the benefit of the partners. You're not
incorporating out of philanthropic motives for the secretary. (Not
unless you have a hobby going on. Would that be an assignment of
income?) But if the secretaries have been getting very little in the
way of deferred compensation under Keogh or otherwise; say there's
no Keogh plan even. If you incorporate, how are you ever going to
put money aside for the secretary without violating wage controls?
ou can't. It's just that simple, unless Bentsen's legislation is approved.
You can't do it. If you can't put any money away for the secretary,
what can you put away for the former partner? Exactly the same
thing. Nothing. Or else you're not going to have a qualified plan
because the plan must be nondiscriminatory. So, you accomplish
nothing by it, unelss you ignore the successor employer rules and go
ahead and put all of these plans into effect immediately afterwards,
but like I said, you can't do that. Before you answer the question
about personal holdings company, I would like to amplify something
that Mark mentioned and that's the possibility of legislation. I don't
want to give you the impression that I know anything that you may
not know but there has been in recent weeks publicity about an administration bill to be presented by the Department of Labor, dealing
with certain pension plan aspects and according to an address given
by a Deputy Secretary of Labor in New York about ten days ago,
that bill might increase substantially the HR10 limitations. It's still
apparently nothing definite and if it does increase substantially (whatever that means), the emphasis on the professional corporation will
subside.
MR. LURIE:
The gentleman in the audience put an excellent question to me
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which I think puts it practically on the line. During Phase II, in a
typical situation a doctor is made a partner and he is brought in at
$20,000 and in five years or so expects to rise rapidly to the level of
the 50- or 60-year-old doctor who brought him in, and what do you do
about these accelerating salary increases during a Phase II program?
Well, both the questioner and myself are inclined to agree that these
restrictions will not remain in force in terms of this kind of a situation. Some answer will be found to them because obviously it has
been a recognized pattern of practice historically and certainly in
medical practices and I suppose if Phase II remains, there will be an
answer to that and that's only a hope that reality will return. What
you do in the interim, while the rule is still there, 5 % isn't going
to do anything for such an individual. I merely will air the suggestion
that has come out of the practice of one of you. I have reservations
as to whether it's viable. You keep that young associate or that young
doctor in a joint venture status. You don't bring him in as an employee
of the professional corporation and therefore at the point when he's
ready to rise to his natural level, and if the Phase III problems are still
with us at that point, you then bring him in as an employee at what
would be his then attained salary. But these are obviously rigged
answers. I would hope that the policy will permit us to make more
candid responses to these kinds of problems. That was your question,
wasn't it?
PROFESSOR FERGUSON:
The other question, one which I suppose I should have covered in
my presentation, had to do with the issue of personal holding company
status for personal service corporations. Is there a risk? Really, I suppose we can't think of personal holding company status without also
considering section 531, the unreasonable accumulation of earnings. The
two go, I think, rather hand in glove. Section 531 (unreasonable accumulation of earnings) is a problem for the larger professional group
which may be deemed to have accumulated over $100,000. You know
the statutory decree of reasonableness-if you get over $100,000 of
accumulated earnings-then you must justify it as within the reasonable needs of the business which is perhaps sometimes fairly easy to
do where the capital needs of a professional corporation are substantial. The small group on the other hand having, five or fewer shareholders owning over 50% is the one which is mostly concerned with
541, the personal holding company provision. I think that the gravamen of the personal holding company threat is in 543(a)(7) which
provides that income from personal service contracts may be personal
holding company income if the employee, the client, or the patient
has the right to designate the individual who will perform the services
and the individual has over 25% of the stock of the company. Well
that can happen, of course, but I suppose the risk can be mitigated at
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least in those cases where written contracts are used with patients. I
can think of orthodontics among the dentists, for example, by legending all the contracts as being between the corporation and the patient
and indicating that the corporation will decide which professional
employee in effect will perform the work. I think both of these
problems though are easier to conceive of than to be terribly concerned about, if the corporation is kept slim. The worst that can happen, I suppose, if you do have accumulated personal holding income
which is the only thing on which the tax is assessed against the corporation is to pay out a deficiency dividend at some future point in
time. The legislative history of 543 (a) (7) contains an interesting
quote. This is in the Ways and Means Committee Report in the 1936
act which added this provision. "The client's right of designation
which is part of the requirement before you have personal service
income treated as personal holding company income, will prevent this
provision [543 (a) (7)1 from applying in general to operating corporations engaged primarily in rendering personal services." This was
aimed largely at the star performer incorporated pocketbook. It was
not aimed at operating personal service corporations. And so I don't
think we ought to spend a great deal of time being concerned about
that. The best answer to 531, the unreasonable accumulation problem,
I think, is to pay the money out, not to permit a build up of over
$100,000 in the capital of the corporation. If you get over that, you
ought to have good reasons. It has been suggested that where the
company becomes cash heavy (obviously if you were investing over
$100,000 in the operating capital of the business you shouldn't worry
about 531) or investment heavy, you might also create a possible
breeding ground for arguments between the partners (shareholders)
as to how the money is to be invested passively. As to the 531 problem, one thing you can do is to over contribute to the qualified plan.
After all, the qualified plan is not an asset of the corporation. It's a
separate plan and while no deduction is permitted, at least you knock
out the 531 argument. Both of these attacks on capital of the corporation lead me on to a point which I did mention and I want to raise
again because Merv Wilfe has indicated some disagreement, and that's
collapsability of the corporation at the time of liquidation. I said before
that it seemed to me if you do have significant capital having run the
gauntlet of 531 and 541 that the 341 collapsability problem is not one
which should trouble us so much. I think that there is a chance that
you could have ordinary income, but I remind you of the situations in
partnerships. What is the principal asset that you are concerned about?
You have good will, true enough, which we've seen may be a problem.
But the other principal asset which is going to attract gain at liquidation are the unrealized receivables from the performance of the services and, of course, in a partnership those are 751 collapsible partnership assets, aren't they, so you're not really paying too much of a toll
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there if you wind up with ordinary income in the corporation. The
likely result, I think, in the corporation is corporate taxability at the
time of liquidation on unrealized income under assignment of income
principles rather than 341. But Merv, what would you like to take
issue about on my "poopooing" of the 341 threat generally.
MR. WILFE:
We had the question raised several years ago, long before professional
corporations were even a glimmer in Brad Jones' eye, involving an insurance agency. Like typical insurance agencies, it had commissions
coming in and every year it had new group commissions, renewal
commissions, new people always buying insurance and all it has are
commissions coming in. And the insurance agent was very successful
and worth a lot of money. He wanted to sell out to independent
person X or Corporation X as the case may be. It was obviously a
corporate insurance agency. It was in existence for 30 years, but there's
nothing in 341 that gives you some kind of tacking privilege that you
cease to become collapsible or that if you never were collapsible you
can become collapsible the last year of your existence. And we concluded that because of unrealized receivables, we had a collapsible
corporation on our hands. While having decided that 12 years ago
it's very easy for you to decide that now, you see. Nothing has
changed. The statute hasn't changed. As a matter of fact, since that
time you've had that Supreme Court case on collapsible corporations
out of New York. What was the name of that case, Al? Brownstein
case. Brownstein made the argument that "I would never have been
collapsible before." "What I am doing was not in the powers of the
collapsible corporation so don't tax me." The Supreme Court said you
have our condolences, but the Commissioner has your tax money. So
if anything, the Brownstein case reinforced my fear that where you
have nothing but receivables you're going to be taxed as a collapsible
corporation. Now, how much? If you're a one man practice, what
you really do is accelerate some ordinary income, as Carr mentioned.
If you're a very substantial practice with dozens of people and for
some reason you want to get out or sell your stock to a third party
or what have you, it could be very substantial. So I think you have a
problem. I don't think you have to hide under the bed about it but I
think you have to recognize the problem accelerates with the more
people you have involved.
MR. LURIE:
The practitioner parts with the professor in the sense that Carr can
speak as things ought to be, and I can agree with him entirely yet we
have to face the problem with things as they are. And as they are, you
have I think, an attitude in the Internal Revenue Service today which
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is avowed hostility to the development of professional corporations.
They begrudgingly lost the battle but not, as far as they're concerned,
lost the war. Roubik and other such cases are an indication of the
continuing battle. There is on the part of the Service, a conviction
that these kinds of tax advantages should not be achieved by indirection. Congress laid out an HR10 pattern; that's what they had in
mind for professionals and they are going to do everything they can
in the Service in the matter of protecting the Revenue and in what
they regard as respecting the legislative intent to keep things on target.
And the question then is: What do they do with that as a guideline
as far as they're concerned? Do they simply look at legislative history
in sections involving personal holding company or accumulated earnings and they observe narrowly principles Congress advocated or
denounced in the collapsible area? No, they do no such thing. They
take advocate positions. They go after 341. They use it as a weapon.
They use the personal holding company provisions as a weapon. You
see you have a quote that I think is interesting. Lee Henkel, Deputy
Chief Counsel for the Internal Revenue Service, just a month ago said
in a speech in Connecticut before the Bar Association. "We have no
intention of singling out professional corporations from other corporations in giving them either favor or more strict tax treatment." I
think they are going to use the book. They are going to throw the
book. If there is a person holding company potentiality in the picture, they're going to use it. And obviously when you have a one man
corporation, you can rest assured that the one man corporation is target today for personal holding company. I don't know any way that
you can safely devise contracts between corporation and the patient
and overcome the problem of a one man corporation as somebody
who is rendering service. He's an over 25% stock owner and his
services are essential and being directed and requested by the client.
You do have a potential problem. The answer to the problem is of
course that you don't really have a serious reasonable compensation
problem in a one man corporation. And if you skim off the earnings
of the corporation, there is nothing to which the personal holding
corporation tax can attach. That's a practical answer.

